among your ancient. monuments for preservation and.
protection and have given attention to the publication of
important archaeological works.
Much has been said about the progress that Cocfoki
has made in its various departments of administration but
whatever may be the measure of that progress it is obvious,
that it is entirely due to the beneficence arising from per-
sonal and autocratic rule. The time has come when Cochin
should stand in the vanguard of the Indian States in con-
sonance with the traditions of culture and literacy that it
has built up. It should be the first state really to proclaim,
responsible government for the people of the State. Your
Maharaja is an old and revered scion of an ancient family
peculiarly susceptible to all the traditions which constituent
the heritage of such families. These traditions sometimes
abound in good and sometimes are capable of being quesr
tioned as to their propriety. It is thus that on the Temple-
Entry question distinction has had to be drawn between,
this State and its neighbouring State and when people hasre
asked me why Cochin should not to the line with Travasi-
core my simple answer has been Jthat a Prince who is four
score and two may not walk as fast os a Prince who is stk.
and twenty much less run a race with him. We see a
perpetual revolution taking place before our very eyes.
ITet we have not the capacity to abstract ourselves from
our enviornment. That is the merit or the demerit of
individual character. We often begin where our fathers
ended and" must not complain that if our sons do not begia
where we began. The poor man strives hard to acquire
money and runs a Motor Car and his son begins with the
Motor Car and aspires to the Aeroplane. If therefore the
Prince of Cochin has not been able to see eye to eye with,n,
Mahatma Gandhiji, all that we can say is that under ^
personal and absolute rule you must be prepared to i^fee
the good and the evil that come our way without mufaaur.
But murmur we must in order to alter the character of 'the
rule itselx, and it is only then that the character of that
not depend upon the personal , equations, ofr t&e

